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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about an IBM Security AppScan Standard Edition test policy? 

A. It controls the type of tests that AppScan will use during a scan. 

B. It configures the depth of a scan used by AppScan during a scan. 

C. It controls the number of pages scanned by AppScan during a scan. 

D. It configures the number of explore/test phases that AppScan will use during a scan. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two login methods allows you to create a login sequence? 

A. None 

B. Prompt 

C. Recorded 

D. Multi-step 

E. Automatic 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

A website consist of several systems and they are separated by directories as follows: 

http://domain.com/system1/* http://domian.com/xyZ/system2/\\' http://domian.com/xyZ/system2/project/* 

How do you setup the Appscan to avoid scanning system2 except the "project" folder under it? 

A. Configure depth limit. 

B. Configure redundant path limit. 

C. Exclude the directory that is used by system2 to accept the project. 

D. Add the path of system2 to the excluded path and add the project folder as an exception. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



Which type of attack steals a user\\'s session cookie after the user browses to a web forum? 

A. DOMXSS 

B. Stored XSS 

C. Mirrored XSS 

D. Reflected XSS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are reviewing scan results and find that for several pages your site returned 5xx Server Error response in a form of
custom error page. As a result, several False Positive findings were reported. 

How should you remove this kind of False Positive findings? 

A. Configure AppScan to exclude this page from the scan. 

B. Configure AppScan to recognize such a page as an error page. 

C. Right-click the security issue and lower the Severity level to Low. 

D. Right-click the security issue and choose the Report False Positive option. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

In the Automatic Form Fill window, if the URL field is blank for a particular row, which value will be passed for that
row\\'s parameter? 

A. Blank 

B. That row\\'s parameter value 

C. The parameter will be skipped. 

D. The value of the "Fill unknown fields with" box 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

The application you are testing contains links to external websites. You want to restrict the scan to the designated web
application URL. 

Which configuration option should you use? 



A. Enable Scan only links in and below this directory. 

B. Add links to external website to the Exclude Paths list. 

C. AppScan automatically identifies the website during a test. 

D. Edit the hosts file to map the production website to the test website. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What information is available when a vulnerability is discovered via traditional dynamic testing (i.e. not via Glassbox
testing or JavaScript analysis)? 

A. Fix recommendation 

B. Line number of the affected code 

C. Automatic code correction button 

D. Directory and file location of the affected code 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement is true about Privilege Escalation? 

A. It requires only one scan to be run. 

B. It can be detected by inadvertently triggered security issues. 

C. IBM Security AppScan Standard Edition cannot perform Privilege Escalation. 

D. Scans being compared must have the same scan configuration and equivalent explore data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

You need a template-based report of all the issue ID and variants found by a scan. How should you create this? 

A. «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterStart» «AS:lssueRepeaterStart» «AS:VariantlD» «AS:VariantTestRequest»
«AS:lssueRepeaterEnd» «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterEnd» 

B. «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterStart» «AS:VariantlD» «AS:VariantTestRequest» «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterEnd» 

C. «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterStatt» «AS:RemediationRepeaterStart» «AS:VariantlD» «AS:VariantTestRequest»
«AS:RemediationRepeaterEnd» «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterEnd» 



D. «AS:lssueTypeRepeaterStart» «AS:VuInerableRepeaterStart» «AS:VariantlD» «AS:VariantTestRequest»
«AS:VulnerableRepeaterEnd» «AS:IssueTypeRepeaterEnd» 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three statements are true about configuring an IBM Security AppScan Standard Edition test policy? 

A. A test policy can be searched. 

B. A test policy cannot be changed. 

C. A test policy contains error page definitions. 

D. A test policy can be grouped by its OWASP classification. 

E. A test policy contains advisory information about each test. 

F. A test policy can be configured to include or exclude test variants. 

Correct Answer: ACF 

 

QUESTION 12

An application server stops responding when you run AppScan scan against it but appears to work normally when you
manually browse the site after the scan stops. 

What should you do to fix this issue? 

A. Change the browser agent. 

B. Run the scan when there is less network traffic. 

C. Lower the number of threads AppScan tests with. 

D. Lower the response time by which AppScan waits for your application to reply. 

Correct Answer: C 
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